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Much of a young child’s inappropriate behavior is age related. In other words, the behavior is really not inappropriate or it can be explained, if you consider the child’s stage of development. Knowing this helps teachers become more understanding disciplinarians.

There are so many behavioral problems that upset the teachers. One of those is the obnoxious behavior wherein they misbehave to get the teacher's attention or to win in a power struggle or just to reap the sweet taste of revenge. When pupils know what really upsets you, it gives them ammunition to get back at you when they're angry. In this situation, teachers should react in calm manner. Explain the reason the behavior is forbidden and let them know the consequences of a repeat performance.

Another behavioral problem is the so called name- calling which is common among pupils. Calling each other name is often a beginning sign of pupils' rivalry. As a teacher, carefully analyze your pupils’ interactions to determine what might be causing this rivalry. These could be some underlying jealousy that needs to be healed before the name-calling will go away.

Pupils, especially the young ones take name seriously. If they often, hears a negative term it becomes like a negative script that can affect his life. So, this behavior should be stepped immediately. As a teacher you should do all the necessary means so that inappropriate behavior of the pupils should be remedied.
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